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how to involve people in meaningful 
and authentic co-production…
Joe Langley    Dan Wolstenholme    Becca Partridge
Lego Skills Building
• Please open your lego packs
• Build a tower:
• Start with the black rectangle plate
• Top the tower with the green leaves
• Use only green bricks plus one other colour 
of your choice - you do NOT have to use all the 
bricks of these two colours
• You have 3 minutes
Rules
• Everyone builds!
• Can’t think what to build? Just build - meaning will 
come
• You must ask permission to touch / modify someone 
else’s model
• Whatever the builder says about their model is true
• The process will be ‘build, explain, build, explain, 
build….’ you get the picture
Lego Skills Building
• Build as many of these models as you want
• Once you have built one, you can take it apart and 
build another
• Finish with your favourite model standing in front 
of you
• You have 3 minutes
Lego Skills Building
Rules
• Don’t have a meeting with yourself - just start 
building
• Trust your hands. Let them pick the bricks they want
• When you tell your story the meaning will emerge
• Don’t get bogged down in the design
Lego Skills Building
• Take your favourite model and modify it to represent:
• what is the biggest barrier to engagement?
• You have 2 minutes
The ‘BIG’ Question
• Dismantle your models and now…
• what does successful user engagement look 
like?
• You have 3 minutes
The ‘BIG’ Question
• Select one of your green ﬂags…
• select the single most important, non-negotiable 
aspect of your story
• place the green ﬂag on the part of your model
• You have 1 minutes
The ‘BIG’ Question
• You would create a shared models with these pieces
• You are not seeking consensus but a model you can 
all live with
LSP
• Originally developed by The LEGO Group as an 
internal strategy tool
• Used almost exclusively in business
• Sits between ‘traditional’ ideation techniques… and 
fully participatory methods
• Intended to overcome the 20-80 problem of ‘typical’ 
meetings
LSP
• Good for open questions
• Not ‘if this then that’
• Narrative based - it enables people to tell stories and 
express themselves
• Not a model-building competition!
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